Tudor Redemption (Tudor Dynasty) (Volume 4)

He had the fame, the fans and the money
but lost it all. Now he wants it back. An
aging rock star struggles to deal with
unexpected changes in his life, including
an explosive secret from his troubled past.
Damien Tudor, oldest brother in the famed
Tudor dynasty, had his turn in the spotlight
with his band Ripp Tyde. Then health
problems and an ugly divorce stripped him
of everything. Slowly, hes rebuilt his life.
He has a state-of-the-art sailboat to ply the
waters of Puget Sound, and two beloved
daughters, Courtney and Brittney. But hes
restless, ready to build a new life for
himself. Should he dare a career come-back
or settle into maturity managing new,
younger talent? Damien gathers material
for a new solo album of his own, music
that could be his best ever. Then an old
love, Beth Asher, reappears with a secret
from the past that will blow apart
everything Damien thought he knew about
his life. But he must cope as rising rock
star Ethan Maverick asks to sign on as his
first client, and his toxic ex-wife reappears,
searching for ways to discredit Damian and
push her own career.
What will all this
mean for Damians yearning to step back
into the spotlight? Will life slip through his
fingers again or can this rocker find his
redemption?
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